Low dose intraarterial cis-platinum/radiotherapy after local tumour preradiation.
The simultaneous use of intraarterial Cis-Platinum and Radiotherapy (CP/RT) was found to be a very effective and relatively little burdened treatment for a palliative treatment concept. This affects life quality as well as the remission--and survival times. The fast and continual remission with low CP/RT concentrations, even in extreme palliative cases, is surprising. CP/RT treatment shows additive and synergistic effects which are not explainable by the single effects of the cis-platinum dose used (60 mg/1.73 m2 in our case) or the total irradiation dose (e.g., 5 Gy TD) or the fractionation (e.g., 5 X 1 Gy), especially since the doses of each which were used are by themselves without therapeutic relevance. Only the combination of the modalities with a low dose two-day preradiation program induced the described effects.